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NED Development Process

This presentation serves multiple purposes:

● As an introduction to the NED development process to be used both internally and 
externally

● As a policy statement regarding what NEDs provide and don't provide

● As recommended reading for NSO projects, especially the Best Practices slide
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NED Development Process
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● Automatic – manual tasks eliminated

● Transparent – easy to observe by stakeholders

● Capacity – can handle increased number of NEDs

This outlines the entire NED development pipeline, from customer request to delivery.

Glossary (elaborations in following slides):

● Innovus – Cisco tool to request new NEDs

● TAC – Cisco TAC Support

● RT – Tail-f Legacy Ticket System

● Jira – Current ticket system

● SOW – Statement Of Work

● TDD – Test-Driven Development

● CI – Continuous Integration

● CD – Continouos Delivery

● tail-f.com – Legacy delivery server

● cisco.com – Current delivery server

● Announce – Mailing list announcements
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Request NED Development
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● New NED and Bug/Enhancement requests in Jira

● Kanban board with drag-and-drop

● Automatic feedback to stakeholders

● All input requests from Innovus, TAC, and RT are funneled to Jira.

● Jira Kanban boards are used to control tickets. This provides both good visibility 
through drag-and-drop, and also gives automatic feedback to stakeholders.
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Sample Kanban Board

The Jira Kanban board has five states:

● No Further Action – The ticket did not lead to any further action (question or similar)

● Awaiting Feedback – Waiting for a stakeholder to provide feedback for a question

● Backlog – Work that has been planned but not yet started

● In Progress – Work that currently is in progress

● Done – The work for this ticket is done, and will be in the next release

Drag-and-drop of tickets in this board will provide automatic feedback to stakeholders 
about the progress of the ticket. Also, tickets that are In Progress will be automatically 
transferred to Done when the corresponding Pull Request is successful.
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Planning the Development Work
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Before the development work can start, the NED developer prepares a statement-of-work 
document called NED Plan. This is a small document that captures all input requirements, 
and serves as a checklist for the developer. The plan is also shared with stakeholders, and 
serves as a lightweight contract. 

Note that the NED Plan is used only when developing new NEDs, or when there are 
substantial additions to an existing NED.
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NED Plan

● Statement of work

● Capture input requirements

● Work breakdown and estimate

● Dialog with stakeholders

● Follow-up and retrospective

The NED Plan contains a preliminary time estimation that will give stakeholders some 
insight in the planned work. Stakeholders are then able to change the requirements based on 
this input – “this feature takes too long to implement, so we skip it in this iteration”.

The NED Plan also contains a retrospective section that is filled in after the project is 
complete. This includes comparing the actual development time with the estimated, and 
identifying things that can be done better.

When the retrospective part is completed, the document is presented to the NED team, so 
all can benefit from the lessons learned.
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What a NED Provides
● A YANG data model of the device to NSO and services

● Translation of data changes in the model to device language

– CLI (vendor-specific, 50%)

– Generic (REST, SOAP, etc., 50%)

– NETCONF

– SNMP

● All data modifications in single transaction

● A transaction is either completely successful, or failing

All of the things above are what NSO is all about, so it's no surprise that a NED should 
handle them.
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What a NED Doesn't Provide
● A 100% model of the device – only a subset is modeled

● An exact copy of all details in the device CLI – data 
exchange is primary focus

● Fine-grained validation of data – leads to inflexible 
models

● Convenience macros as in the device CLI – only low-
level configuration is supported

● Dynamic configuration in devices

● Providing a 100% YANG model for a device is extremely time-consuming, and is not in 
scope for the current NED development. Over time, the problem will go away when 
NETCONF devices become more and more available.

● NED development focuses on transferring data between NSO and the device. As a side 
effect for CLI NEDs, the NSO CLI will get similar behaviour as the device CLI. This is 
however not a design goal, just a side effect.

● It may be tempting to add a lot of mandatory, when, must, max and min etc. in the 
YANG model to get an early validation of data that will be passed to the device. This 
does however lead to a very inflexible model that only fits a particular device. When a 
new and better version of the device is released, these kind of values often have to be 
revised. The policy is to avoid constraints to get more flexible models.

● Some devices may have macro-style functionality in the CLI. This is done as a 
convenience, and means that you can set a lot of parameters in a single command. 
People that are used to these macros may find it annoying that they aren't available in 
NEDs. Although possible to model in theory, the convenience macros have proven very 
dynamic in which parameters they change, causing countless out-of-sync situations. So 
the policy is to not include macros in the YANG model, only the low-level leaves.

● Some devices have dynamic configuration behavior, i.e. extra configuration is added 
when specific configuration is created, deleted or modified. This can be modeled with 
set-hooks, but the dynamic behaviour often changes between different device versions, 
giving inflexible models. If required, the service code can provision the transaction with 
the extra configuration the device is adding.
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What a NED Doesn't Provide (cont.)
● Auto-correction of parameters with multiple syntaxes

● Handling of out-of-band changes

● Sync-to operations before an initial sync-from

● Asynchronous notifications

● Back-porting of fixes to old NED releases

● The policy is to not support auto-correction, i.e. allow the same value for a parameter to 
have different names. The name displayed in a “show running-config” or similar should 
be used by the NED.

● Leaves that have out-of-band changes will cause out-of-sync, and should not be part of 
the model. Similarly, actions that cause out-of-band changes should not be supported.

● Doing an initial sync-to to a device is not supported. To force new configuration onto a 
device, please perform a sync-from, load override, and commit.

● Asynchronous notifications are not supported in the NED protocol, so they are out of 
scope for a NED.

● All NEDs use Trunk Based Development, i.e. new NED releases are created from the tip 
of a single branch, develop. New fixes are thus delivered to the stakeholder in the latest 
NED release, not by augmenting an old release.
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Test-Driven Development
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Test-Driven Development is used for all NED development. It is an old technique, but has 
some qualities that makes it a perfect fit for NEDs:

● The development work is automatically split in manageable pieces.

● The progress is easy to observe and communicate.

● Bugs are detected very close to being introduced, saving time and money.

● The resulting code tends to be more structured.
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TDD Workflow

Run the new
test and make

sure it fails

Implement
the code and
check that the

test passes

Repeat the
cycle until

all tasks are
implemented

Implement
test case for

one task

Split the
requirement
into smaller

tasks

This is the simple workflow of TDD. Note that the initial split into smaller tasks can be 
exactly the same tasks as are defined in the NED Plan.
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DrNED Test Framework
test_here_single(device, config, name)

Given the input ["set A 1
                            set A 2",
                          "set B 1
                            set B 2"]

the following tests will run:

    (a)
    set A 1
    set A 2  # commit - compare
    (b)
    set B 1
    set B 2  # commit - compare
    (c)
    rollback to (a) - compare
    rollback to (c) - compare
    rollback to (b) - compare
    rollback to (a) - compare

● Based on py.test

● Connects to NSO CLI

● Many pre-defined tests

● Test using real devices

● Model awareness (pyang)

● Hides boilerplate code like matching 

prompts, handling timeouts, etc.

The DrNED framework is used for almost all NED testing. Since it is designed exclusively 
for NED development, it is very easy to create comprehensive tests, which facilitates the 
use of TDD.

The example to the right shows the rather complex test cases that are derived from two 
small configuration snippets.
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Continuous Integration 
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The Continuous Integration part of the pipeline must be able to introduce new functionality 
without jeopardizing the quality of the code base. This is done with Pull Requests, a 
mechanism for developer to submit code modifications in a structured way.

A Pull Request enforces that a code change must pass the available tests before being 
accepted.

A word about tests, the NED tests are divided in three groups:

● 10min – Smoke test

● 100min – Contains the majority of tests

● 1000min – Large configurations that take long time to process

The name indicates the maximum run time for the test, the result is failure if not completed 
within that time limit.
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● Each modification of NED code is developed in a topic branch. There is typically one 
topic branch for each ticket.

● When the development is complete, a pull request is created.

● The “Test Merge” button is pressed in the Stash GUI, which will start testing the pull 
request. Note that the merge of the topic branch and the develop branch is tested.

● The 10min and 100min regression tests are used. This means that the test generally 
completes within an hour.

● The last maintenance or patch release for each active NSO branch is used in the tests. 
Currently, this means NSO 4.2.6, 4.3.6.1, 4.4.4.1 and 4.5.3.

● When the test is successful, there is an automatic merge from the topic branch to the 
develop branch.
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Sample Pull Request

This is an example of a pull request. This time it succeeded in the first test. If there is an 
error, a modification must be made in the topic branch, followed by a new “Test Merge”. 

The NED developer also has the possibility to add a reviewer, which is used for new 
developers, and when a second opinion is desired.
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Continuous Delivery
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Continuous Delivery means that the code base always must be in good shape, so a new 
delivery can be made at any time. Since there is a great number of NED releases taking 
place, it is also required to be a lean process, with as little manual steps as possible.
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● The “Create NED Release” button is pressed in the Jenkins GUI, which will build and 
test a NED release for all active NSO branches.

● The entire set of regression tests is used (10min, 100min, 1000min). This means that the 
test can take a couple of hours to complete.

● The last minor or maintenance release for each active NSO branch is used in the tests. 
Currently, this means NSO 4.2.6, 4.3.6, 4.4.4 and 4.5.3.

● When the test is successful, the NED package is copied to an internal delivery server, 
and to cisco.com.

● A Jira release is also triggered, meaning that all stakeholders with open tickets that are 
fixed in this release will be notified.

● Finally, two announcement emails are sent, one to the mailing list for this specific NED, 
and the other to the common announcement list.
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Sample Release Notification
Description:
alu-sr v6.5.3 [2017-12-29]
================================================================================
Enhancements:
 - ALUSR-383
   Additions to the YANG model and new dependency rules added.

YANG model changes since 6.5.2:

New leaves:
 /fwd-path-ext/fpe/path/pxc

New lists:
 /port-xc/pxc

Changed nodes:
 /fwd-path-ext/fpe/path/xc-a

External download (NCS 3.x only):
https://support.tail-f.com/delivery/

External download (NSO 4.0 and later):
https://software.cisco.com/download/special/release.html?config=e6b08b0db277

This is a typical notification, announcing that there is a new NED version that fixes ticket 
ALUSR-383. The same message is sent both to the stakeholder that reported the ticket, and 
to the announcement mailing lists.
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Regression Tests
● A majority of the regression tests are run nightly

● The full set of regression tests is run weekly

● Released NEDs are also tested against nightly
NSO binaries

● Devices are used, both real or virtual

● Netsim is used in some cases

● NED developers monitor the results continuously, 
claim the issue, and take necessary actions

● Regression test results are reviewed weekly, 
unstable or failing tests are identified and 
addressed

● Nightly tests run the 10min and 100min NED tests (same as for pull requests), while the 
weekly tests run the 10min, 100min and 1000min tests. The 1000min tests typically 
contain huge configurations that take long time to process.

● Devices are used whenever possible, but sometimes test cases are forced to use netsim. 
The netsim tests can however be augmented to check exactly the behaviour that is 
required by the device.

● The Radiator feedback device in the picture shows one box for each NED. If the box is 
green, everything is fine. If it's red, something is failing, and one of the NED developers 
should examine the problem. If it's amber, like two in the picture above, there is a 
claimed error, meaning that a NED developer has acknowledged the error and is 
working to fix it.

● The Radiator is displayed on a TV screen in the office, so failures never go unnoticed.
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Best Practices
● The NED team has a lot of YANG modeling expertise, but limited 

device expertise. When adding to a YANG model, the more details 
provided about configuration and use case, the better. The 
configurations will also be added to the regression test suite.

● Using netsim will not reveal all problems in the model. Therefore, 
project teams are recommended to regularly test on real devices to 
get an early detection of required NED updates.

● It cannot be stressed enough: The more configuration files delivered to the NED team 
when requesting development, the better the result will be.

● Regular tests on real devices should be mandatory in NSO projects to discover NED 
problems early. This should be a check-box for NSO projects.
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